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boot xp pilitos 28. Feb. 2010 · I hope this can help a few out there,I do not own or have any problems with a PC that you may need help with,I can help with the install on some computers but not all,I am not paid to do this,it is just something that I enjoy doing,I am learning as I go along,I am by no means a expert at this and I want you to be able to do this yourself,please if you can help me then I will
be eternally grateful,I do not expect you to spend a lot of time with me,I know how people live and what they want,I will try to give you the best advice I can,but if you have any questions please ask,this is a post that I will be asked many times,but if I can help then I will,and if someone could help me with my computer that would be great,I am not the one to ask for help as I do not own a computer,I
have a wonderful wife and a son that I would be very lost without,so if you can help me with this it will be greatly appreciated,my goal is to teach others so if you have any suggestions to do this you are welcome to comment,if you know anyone that could do this,please tell them to contact me,I will help them out as best as I can,if you know anyone in Mexico that could do this please tell them to contact
me, Part1: How to set up a (bootable) LiveCD on your PC. Part2: How to fix boot problems on a PC (if it's booting directly into a black-screen). Part3: How to start Windows if you're stuck at the black-screen (unplug your PC, power it on, and wait until it restarts from scratch). Part4: How to install Windows. Part5: How to upgrade Windows. Part6: How to install pirated software (such as Windows).
Part7: How to fix Windows boot problems 30 May 2011 · This is for all the people asking for help with the same issue. It happened to me twice so far and happened to others, also tried it in a virtual machine. If you don't like to have 2 keyboards and the mouse going to two different places, you could use a software that controls two keyboards at the same time. You can also split the mouse, but you
need a hardware keyboard and 82157476af
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